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Custom Design Flexible Barrier – First 

of its Attempt
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Flexible barrier design follows the concept that when a rock of certain size rolls
down hill, it can be trapped, the intercepting capacity can be represented by an
energy level. But when debris is considered, the motion of a cluster of object
cannot be defined. The energy concept is questionable and old school rigid
retaining force becomes more relevant. Attempt to design flexible barrier as
retaining structure is sought.

Type B barrier stretches 60 m

Type A barrier stretches 50 m

Massive lateral anchor

38 longitudinal cable 

resembles a rigid wall

An extremely robust cable and ring net structure has been put forward. Thirty eight
numbers of lateral cables and 24 upslope post cables are incorporated to take on the
forces (more than 6 times the standard barrier), with a post footing in excess of 6 m3,
an upslope plinth resembles a pile cap of size 5 m x 6 m and a ground anchor of 13
number Y50 to a 22m depth. The massiveness resembles a retaining wall.

The custom fabrication design was conceptualized in early
2013, adopted from two standard Maccaferri systems and

G and E and the Maccaferri team, completion visit

Maccaferri has extended support to local engineer (the 
designer) and the Government (the client) to customize 
a flexible barrier based on this force approach. The idea 
is to understand the performance of this special system 
upon a debris flow event and to ascertain the 
appropriateness of the numerical analysis design. 

the patented energy dissipator. This represents the two debris flow scenarios.
Numerous modification to fabrication drawing was undertaken before production
started in early 2014 in Italy, many minor adjustments along the way. Shipment
arrived in stages towards end 2014.

No one has any experience with such complicated installation, indeed the work was
carried out with much trial and error. Together with the massive anchor along a
tough terrain, it took the team more than a year until March 2016 to finish. Steven
has the complete run, steven@g-and-e.com.

Limited access to site
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New Product / Application

Design of Silt Curtain
Silt curtain is employed in marine construction to control water
turbidity, nowadays a vital environmental issue. The local
adaptation consists of a line of float wrapped with geotextile to
form the curtain body, which would then be placed in water and
secured by concrete block around disturbed water. There is little
design concern to stability, effectiveness, efficiency and reliability.

Basic unit that is vulnerable to marine 

environmental

Typical Silt Curtain
While this basic system may 
work initially, it usually does
not last. Constant repair, cumbersome maintenance and loss to downtime
cost dearly during and at the end of the project. We saw carefully
engineered silt curtain at Penny’s Bay performed well beyond a 24 month
design life, much more overall cost effective and much less contractual
dispute as well.

Silt curtain is no more than any marine structures that are subject to water
current, wind, wave and tidal changes. It can be specially engineered with
proper hydrodynamic and bathymetry, a structural analysis can determine
the choice of geotextile, reinforcement member, buoyancy, connecting

components, ballast weight, anchor wire tension and anchor detail. These become the basic information a silt
curtain can be customized to suit a particular site condition for a particular operation life (generally 24-36
months). Field trial and pilot test can further demonstrate integrity.
Customized package is available complete with float, float
cover, curtain body, ballast, shackle and tie wire, ready for
deployment. Other features such as marker buoy (force
damping), safety measures (color & warning lighting),
adjustable curtain depth (reefing winch) or permeable
skirting (tidal adaptation) and submerged or deflatable float
(allow marine access) are available. Gary has more at
nangary1@i-cable.com.

Performance requirement of water turbidity and
specification of silt curtain material are

difficult to write, let alone interpret.
How to choose silt curtain and how to
price for the provision becomes even
trickier. Come and join us for a late
afternoon coffee gathering on 22 July,
2016 in Causeway Bay area, during
which we can share with you our
thoughts and experience, see some
sample and appreciate the application
and installation elsewhere.

Contact Ms Wing Yung at wing@g-
and-e.com or call 25700103 for
reservation. It is free to anyone
interested.

Customized Silt Curtain at Penny’s Bay reclamation

Invitation

How Silt Curtain is Designed, Deployed, 
Maintained and Priced

G and E Company Limited  

22 July 2016

mailto:nangary1@i-cable.com
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Reviewing geotextile specification, in Hong Kong, from the debut year in mid 80’s to now, across more than three 
decades, you might come to notice the inconsistent evolution of a common construction material. 

Opinion Column

Can Geotextile Specification be Harmonized

Small cavity

Technical Note

Conformity of HDPE
HDPE membrane is often used in waterproofing. While the membrane appears to be very stiff, it is quite flexible in
large sheet which can be fabricated and welded to fit complex structure and odd shape. Perfect conformity to rigid
surface is not expected, but the ability to mask over irregular profile and accommodate substrate movement is
phenomenal. Here are some examples that the membrane is formed into a single integral impermeable barrier.

Understanding HDPE Membrane (II)

Sample mounting on tension meter Hand held tension meterWedge welding failure, seam 

stays intact

Extrusion welding failure, 

seam stays intact

Stepping structure

Concrete plinth in tank farm
Sump structure

Welding Seam Test
HDPE geomembrane seaming takes the form of wedge welding and extrusion welding (see our issue 16). The seam
integrity can be determined by a hand held tester. Here, the seam sample is loaded in the device until the parent
material yields before the join does, a so call “film tear bond” criteria shows the seam is interpreted as stronger
than the membrane, no failure through the weld. Seam strength can also be established by an electric tension
meter, a special equipment in which the sample is tensioned, data logger records the load in kN or lbs force, for
shear and tear of the seam. These handy tests can be easily conducted on site and are very often part of the
control quality assurance program in the international industry’s installation practice. The results can be reported
in project quality control document.

Geosynthetic

Drain

PVD

Capilarity

barrier

Drainage layer

In the early days, geotextile specifications were largely
adopted from a few renowned producers. With
constant advance of polymer, new manufacturing
technique, innovating and updated testing methods, it
becomes difficult to have a single specification that
covers all diversity and at the same time generic enough
to avoid brand monopoly. Some standardization effort

Various applications
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Let us hear from you. Write to us at newsletter@g-and-e.com.  For back issue, please write to nannette@g-and-e.com.

Disclaimer The materials contained in this newsletter are provided  for general information purposes only and do not constitute legal or other professional advice.
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Tell a Colleague
Want your colleague to receive G and E Times also, click here.

Unsubscribe If you do not wish to receive G and E Times in the future, please reply to this e-mail stating “Unsubscribe” in the subject.
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Geotextile can be stitched or sewn into bags of various sizes the same way
plastic bags are made from polymer sheet, except geotextile is much more
sturdy and heavy duty. Such geotextile bag becomes very practical in
construction particularly when grouting underwater or concreting in marine
condition or containment in water or temporary seawall protection that need
a flexible formwork to confine material. Mattress in sizable panel of uniform
thickness is best for scouring protection, cable ballast or seabed stabilization.

Flexible Concrete Formwork is now available

ACEBag 1.5 m x 1 m x 400 mm

Concrete bag for slope protection trial

Some standardization effort is seen but inconsistent characteristics, exaggerated behavior and little bearing to the
actual application are common, sometimes quite irrelevant or even mired in contradiction. Contractors,
consultants and clients are often struggling to make sense, accept the material based on engineering merit and
therefore proper performance or reject the material based on blind compliance and therefore less contractual
liability. It may be worthwhile to look into streamlining a range of standard geotextile specification in accordance
to some typical application such as separation, filtering, reinforcement and protection. Gary can help at
nangary1@i-cable.com.

Opinion Column

Function as drainage and filtration
Function as cushioning and protection

Geomembrane

Non-woven geotextileGeomembrane

Geomembrane

Protective geotextile 

layer

Pillow shape bag is ideal for structural cavity repair. Custom fabrication to
particular requirement and sizes (length up to 10 m, width up to 5 m and
height up to 500 mm) is available. Unit can be incorporated with lifting
sling, multi infill port, anchoring point and other features. Installation is
simple, lay and secure in place with anchor, follow by grout. Adjacent panel
can be stitched or zipped up. Operation requires little skill. Write to Gary at
nangary1@i-cable.com for more.
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